Fox Hunt Tape Measure Yagi
Parts List and Instructions
Parts List


1 25 foot 1 inch wide steel tape measure



1 10 foot piece of 3/4 inch Schedule 40 PVC Tube



2 3/4 inch PVC Cross connectors



2 3/4 inch PVC T connector



6 1½ inch stainless Hose Clamps



5 inch piece of 14 ga wire



1 length of RG-58 cable, approx. 6 feet



1 appropriate antenna connector or PL259 and adapter cable -- Amazon BNC to PL239 adapter
https://www.amazon.com/Connector-Coaxial-Adapter-Adapters-Straight/dp/B074R7TP1R/ref=sr_1_3?
crid=1IMI6BV90YVI1&keywords=ms%2Bto%2Bpl259%2Badapter&qid=1652286311&sprefix=ms%2Bto
%2Bpl259%2Badapteor%2Caps%2C1400&sr=8-3&th=1 or Amazon SMW to PL239 adapter
https://www.amazon.com/SMA-UHF-Connectors-Nickel-Plated-Converter/dp/B01MQNJVMT/ref=sr_1_10?
crid=1IMI6BV90YVI1&keywords=ms+to+pl259+adapter&qid=1652286557&sprefix=ms+to+pl259+adapteor
%2Caps%2C1400&sr=8-10

Tools (available at the build site)


Soldering Iron



Solder and Flux



Electrical Tape



Tin Snips



Wire Cutter



Screw driver or nut driver



PVC cutter or fine tooth saw



Sand paper or Dremel tool with sanding disk



Ruler or tape measure

Step 1
Cut three pieces of PVC tubing. One piece will be 11 1/4 inches long and the second will be 6 7/8 inches long. These
pieces will make up the support boom for the antenna. The third piece can be any length, it will be the handle for the
antenna, so give yourself about a foot or foot and a half. Whatever is comfortable.
Fit the pieces of PVC tube together with the crosses and the T. You may PVC cement if you wish to make the
connections permanent, otherwise dry fitting them will be fine. The distance between the first cross and the middle
cross has to be 8 inches and the distance between the middle cross and and the T has to be 12 1/2 inches. These are
measured from the center points of the connectors. Make adjustment if necessary.

Step 2
Cut the tape measure into four pieces. One piece will be 41 3/8 inch and the second will be 35 1/8 inch. These are the
reflector and director elements for your yagi. The driven element is made up of two pieces, so cut two pieces that are 17
3/4 inches long.

Step 3
On the two driven element pieces, sand or grind away the paint from one corner. This is where we will solder the the
coax and the hairpin match. Apply flux and use your soldering iron to tin this area. It’s easier to tin this area now before
attaching the elements to the support boom.

Step 4
Assemble the director and reflector elements. Making sure they are centered, use the hose clamps to attach the elements
to the T and Cross connectors.

Step 5
Assemble the driven elements. Using the hose clamps, attach each half of the driven elements to the Cross connector.
There should be a one inch gap between the two pieces.

Step 6
Attach the hairpin match. Take your 5 inch piece of wire and strip 1/4 inch off each end. Bend the wire so it is in a U
shape with a 3/4 inch gap. Solder this to the tinned ends of the driven element.

Step 7
Attach the coax. I’ve got a six foot length prepared piece of RG-58 coax where I put a BNC connector on one end and
stripped the braid and center conductor on the other. You’ll solder these two ends to the driven element of the antenna.
It doesn’t make a difference which end goes where. Now before you solder, you can drill a hole in your boom and
thread the coax inside the pipe. Otherwise just use a couple of cable ties or electrical tape to secure the coax to the
antenna.
With that, your antenna is complete. With these dimensions the antenna should be resonant at about 146.5 Mhz. If you
are going to use this as a receive antenna for fox hunting, tuning isn’t critical, but if you plan to transmit with it, then
you can check it with an antenna analyzer or power meter and make any small adjustments by varying the gap between
two parts of the driven element.

